
Deutschordenkommende Sancta-Maria

 

On the last weekend of July 2017,

the

2nd International historical event at

Löcknitz castle

from 28th July to 30th July 2017 in

D 17321 Loecknitz, Schloßstrasse.

Aus dem Vorjahr - I. Burgbelebung -

Burg Löcknitz 17.08 – 21.08. 2016:

Bericht 

Bildergalerie

This event will take place every

two years after July 2017, in order

to maintain the quality of the

event. (Next meeting 2019)

 Jetzt zur: Anmeldung zur

Schlacht um Castrum Lokenitze

 Now to the: Registration for

the Battle of Castrum Lokenitze

Events:

If you were our guest at the first

event at Löcknitz castle, you will

know as a performer to bring real

hospitality to each individual, to

bring the Reenactors from the

nations together, to make new

friends and ultimately to leave

something lasting with your support

in the castle.

It is not a commercial event

because the funds generated are

invested without deductions to the

full extent in the cellar of the

castle.

The results obtained with the funds
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of the first event will hopefully

be seen in July.

 

planning:

We have a lot things in mind for

the second event.

In 2017 there will be some changes.

 

The parking zone fir the

actors will now be even

closer to the camp.

A party zone is set up at a

corresponding distance for

all the Reenactors who are in

excessive mood for

celebration. We will set up

there a fire place. This is

for the Extremparty after

00.00 clock thought. So

everyone gets their sleep and

is then also deepenpannt;)

The event will be open for

visitors longer this time.

We also invite you to a

banquet with food and drinks

on Saturday evening. (Invite-

all free)

This time, a small breakfast

will be delivered to the tent

on Saturday.

(Breakfast in bed ;)

A small midday snack is also

planned for all the

Reenactors. However, this

depends on whether our polish

tent kitchen is going to

participate. If so, we'll be

bigos.

The arrival should be done at

the latest by 8 pm on Friday.

You will be received at the

registration office
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(registration) in front of

the castle and will be

greeted with coffee, tea and

cake.

(Cup please on the man /

woman) Later arrivals are

please to mention in the

application!

The spacious camp is

organized differently this

time, you are personally

assigned to your camp.

Wood, washwater and drinking

water are available in

sufficient quantities. Dixis

are also available at the

camp.

On Sunday 30.07.2017 many

small activities are planned

on many occasions.

Small tournament in archery,

axethrowing etc. Of course,

the arena can also be used

for combat. We also want to

organize a market for

Reenactment.

Saturday is the day of our

special activities. Again, we

will again perform a full

contact tournament of 14/15

JH and a weapon practice in

chainmail of 13JH.

The main focus will be on the

field battle. This time, too,

several cannons will fire

volley and it will burn

vigorously. We hope to get

this time many fighters on

the battlefield. There will

also be an attack at the

castle from the battle.

We do not fight Codex Belli,

but as in the last year

weakened full contact.

In the front of the castle a

children's market will be

built this time.
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This time, the existing

dealers will be better

positioned

Musical accompaniment is

assured by the top-notch guys

from Remdih CZ

Vorrausetzungen:

Each group had to send

fighters (does not affect

traders;))

we want historically correct

clothes of the appropriate

period of presentation

no fancy dressing,

appropriate shoes to wear, no

combat boots, sneakers or the

like (you know what is

meant!)

pushchairs, drinking horns,

aluminum chainmail are not

desired

the tents should correspond

to the presentation period

(no zippers, rubber bottles,

alexs, etc.)

visible piercings on the face

are not desired, either

remove or cover with the head

cover, earrings in the women

are, of course, excluded

the armaments and the weapons

have to correspond to the

combat style - no Codex Belli

Even during the battle

weakened full contact is

fought

rules are still being drawn

up, the individual centuries

will be opposed to each other

during the battle, fair and

friendly!

Fire bowls and a fire

extinguisher are to be

carried along
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Anmeldung:

The registration forms are to be

compiled completely through our WEB

PAGE www.sancta-maria.com.

 Jetzt zur: Anmeldung zur

Schlacht um Castrum Lokenitze

 Now to the: Registration for

the Battle of Castrum Lokenitze

the registration must be

submitted by the deadline:

02.April 2017. Then we have

to plan meals.

a person can, of course,

register a group

at the castle, each fighter

will sign a disclaimer for

your safety

We would like to request a

photo with a robe from us

unknown groups / Reenactors

(And no shyness, even if it

is not already 100%, who is

that already!)

at the castle there are small

rooms available, registration

is possible! (We collect

registrations, mothers with

small children have priority)

Die Deutschordenskommende Sancta

Maria - Brandenbvrgensis et

Pomerania

freut sich euch auf dem Castrum

Lokenitze begrüssen zu dürfen!
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